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We All Need Some Good News and
You Will Find It Here
Greetings!

Today’s
Episode with
Diana Donlon
of Soil Centric
Soil advocate Diana
Donlon describes the
power of soil and her
work. The soil is a
powerful tool for
combating climate
change. Through her
nonprofit, Soil Centric,
Diana builds support
and pathways allowing
everyone to join the
campaign to build soil, capture carbon, improve water-use
efficiency and the nutrient value of food. All these gains
create a healthier future.

Entrepreneurs Solving
Challenges
Don’t miss a special Podcast
Series, linked within this blog,
sponsored by the Larta Institute
There are fires in all directions of the nine Bay Area counties of northern
California and over 370 statewide. All of this in the midst of serious level of
Covid-19 infections in our state. This is the scenario I feared as COVID took
hold in March and April. The climate crisis exhibits a horrifying growth curve as
measured by intensity, frequency and impact of disasters. The earth is calling
every person, neighborhood, public jurisdiction and business to awaken and

mobilize in support of resilience. READ MORE

Watch for These Coming Conversations
Sanjay Rawal on
his new film Gather
The film reveals how
Native Americans are
reestablishing food
sovereignty to resist
systemic oppression and
heal from malnutrition
caused by the modern
American diet.

A Special New Series:
The Imhoff Archives
For over a decade, writer, small
farmer and activist, Dan Imhoff
hosted a radio program that featured the pioneers and founders of sustainable
agriculture in America. Flipping the Table will be sharing some of the best
episodes over the next 6 months.

Julie and Joe Morris of
Morris Grassfed
Grass-finished beef offers many
benefits in these times for our planet,
for our health, ranch families and for
rural economies. Yet there are many
impediments to success. Watch for
my conversation with Joe and Julie
coming up in the fall!

Thank you!

Michael Reid Dimock
Host of Flipping the Table
Sponsored by Roots of Change and
the Public Health Institute
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